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Abstract: Persuasive writing is an important writing genre for 

students to master as they are required to compose strong 

arguments for research papers and essays for tertiary level 

education. However, English persuasive writing is introduced late 

to secondary school students and there appears to be a lack of 

specific instructions for ESL students in secondary schools. This 

lack of attention and specific instruction can cause students to 

produce weak persuasive essays as a result. The purpose of this 

case study is to uncover the reasons behind the students’ 

difficulties with argumentative writing to formulate a model that 

can be a relevant teaching tool for classroom instruction. This is 

done by analyzing the essays of 150 low-scoring secondary school 

students with Toulmin’s Model as well as a set of questionnaires 

that are targeted at the students and the interviews that were 

conducted with their teachers. From the results, the researcher 

can formulate a prototype modern persuasive writing model that 

can be used in the English classroom as a teaching tool. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Persuasive writing is an essential skill [1] that Malaysian 

secondary school students need to master for as they are 

expected to produce multiple academic research papers 

during their university career [2][3]. Persuasive writing also 

opens up numerous opportunities for a career after graduation 

[4][5] allowing them to become politicians, lawyers, business 

people and advertisers. However, persuasive writing is very 

challenging for students despite their natural ability to argue 

as adolescents even though it improves as they mature [6][7]. 

In fact, secondary school students can compose effective 

persuasive essays but lack the ability to strengthen their 

arguments [7]. A possible reason why students produce 

mediocre persuasive essays is because the teachers are not 

able to adequately teach them the genre [8][9]. However, 

another reason the students are not expert persuasive writers 

is because they are only introduced to English persuasive 

writing during their upper secondary school years; Form 4 and 

Form 5 [10].  Limited exposure to a complex genre such as 

persuasive writing would cause students to be pressured as 

they attempt to compose their essays during examinations 

[11]. The way persuasive writing is being taught in schools 

also does not help as the process of writing instruction in 
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Malaysia is considered too exam-oriented and 

instructor-centred [12][7]. Numerous strategies being used in 

the classroom include copying a model essay [12][7], the 

Five-Paragraph Essay Style [13] and the mind-mapping 

strategy [14].  

There have been numerous persuasive writing models 

developed in the past, which include the Ooi & Seelan’s 

Model [15], the Argument-Driven Inquiry (ADI) Model [16], 

the Flower & Hayes’ Model [17], the Socio-Cognitive Model 

[18] the Hamburger Model and the Dagwood Model [19]. 

Nonetheless, while these models can provide a satisfactory 

foundation for persuasive writing instruction, the Toulmin’s 

Model [20] is the most definitive [21} model as it is practical, 

accurate, audience-focused, flexible and allows for new ideas 

to be generated [22][23][6]. Fig. 1 displays a diagram of the 

Toulmin’s Model.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Toulmin’s Model of Argumentation (Toulmin, 

2003) 

 

As shown in Fig. 1, the elements presented in this model are 

separated into two categories: the main elements and optional 

elements. Table I briefly describes each of the elements. 

Table I: Description of Persuasive Elements 

Main Elements 

Claim A statement, assertion or thesis. 

Grounds Evidence or specific facts to support the 

claim. 

Warrant A justification which connect the claim 

and the grounds. 

Optional Elements 
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Qualifier Used to show how important the arguer 

feels about their argument and how much 

they want the audience to take it seriously. 

Rebuttal Statements added to the argument to show 

that the writer is aware of the opposing 

viewpoint and takes it into consideration. 

Backing Provides additional justification for the 

warrants, consisting of strong evidence in 

order to support its reasoning. 

 

According to studies by Varghese and Abraham [24], Qin 

and Karabacak [25], Lunsford [26], Suhartoyo, Mukminatan 

and Laksmi [27], and Zainuddin and Rafik-Galea [6], the 

application of Toulmin’s Model greatly improves the 

students’ writing skills and their abilities to create logical 

arguments. Since then, there have been even more recent 

studies involving Toulmin and persuasive writing in 

Malaysia. 

Lee [28] investigated how Malaysian undergraduate 

writers expressed their stance (claim) and stance-support 

(grounds) in their arguments. Through the utilization of 

Toulmin’s Model, the results of the study show that the senior 

undergraduates were able to provide better and clearer 

stance-support compared to the first-year undergraduates. 

This was also indicated by the total mean scores based on 

IELTS writing band description. 

Additionally, Vasu, Nimehchisalem, Fung and Rashid [29] 

studied the implementation and effects of a self-assessment 

checklist upon an undergraduate writing classroom over a 

period of five weeks. The students claimed that the checklist 

effectively motivated them to write, allowed them to be aware 

of their writing prowess, helped them understand 

argumentative writing better, allowed them to be more 

independent writers and assisted them in writing more 

systematically. 

Finally, Nimehchisalem [30] presented a Pyramid of 

Argumentation (PoA) as an integrated model for assessing 

persuasive writing. The PoA integrates recent and ancient 

theories of argumentation, linguistic competence and 

language assessment. As a framework, the PoA peer-review 

and self-assessment checklists can be developed to scaffold 

the students' learning of argumentative writing. 

Nimehchisalem [30] also claims that the framework may help 

teachers to improve the validity of their assessment by 

providing a comprehensive account of argumentative writing 

constructs.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

For this study, one of the main instruments used to collect 

data was a set of essay writing prompts consisting of four 

questions based on the SPM format for the students to write 

their essays about. The prompts were in the form of 

argumentative essays questions selected from past SPM 

examination papers (2007, 2008, 2009 & 2010): 

  

Q1: The more A’s we score on our examination, the better 

students we become. What is your opinion? 

Q2: “Teenagers today are only interested in entertainment” 

Do you agree? Support your opinion. 

Q3: School children should not have long holidays. Do you 

agree? Support your opinion. 

Q4: The internet is mostly a good thing. Do you agree? 

Support your opinion. 

  

Other materials include a questionnaire which was filled 

out by the students and interview questions for one English 

teacher from each of the schools. For the purpose of this 

study, three local secondary schools in the Klang area were 

selected, TM, WM and LK, as the top students from each 

school are most likely to enrol in universities after passing 

their STPM (Sijil Tinggi Pelajaran Malaysia) and 

matriculation. The students used in this study will comprise of 

150 Form Four students. The students were selected to 

determine the effectiveness of their argumentative writing 

skills. Table II shows the average scores and grade averages 

from the SPM examination in English for the three schools 

from 2016. 

 

 

Table II: Schools, Average Scores and Grade Average in 

English (SPM, 2016) 

Name of School Average Scores in 

English (%) 

Average Grade in 

English 

WM 91.46 5.29 

LK 89.8 4.93 

TM 65 3.73 

 

Data was collected in the form of essay samples which will 

be written by the students based on writing prompts provided 

by the researcher. The samples will consist of 150 essays from 

upper secondary students (N1: 150). The essays were graded 

and analysed for persuasive features according to Toulmon’s 

Model (claim, grounds, warrant, qualifier, rebuttal and 

backing). The rubric, which was provided by Tunku Abdul 

Rahman University College (TARUC) will also be utilized to 

grade the students. The reason this rubric was utilized instead 

of the standard SPM marking scheme is because it is 

specifically tailored to assess persuasive writing essays as the 

SPM marking scheme is far too generic to be used on its own. 

Additional data were also gathered through questionnaires 

collected from the students and interviews with the teachers.  

 

III FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Prior to any complex analysis, all 150 essays were marked 

and scored by the researcher before being checked again by 

the rater, who is an experienced lecturer. Most of the marks 

coincide, but since the rater was more experienced, the rater’s 

scores were chosen instead. In addition to the rubric, an SPM 

mark range was also used as shown in Table IV.  

 

Table IV: Mark Range, Grade and Criteria for SPM 

English Continuous Writing 

Mark Range Grade Criteria 

44-50 A Excellent 

38-43 B Good 

32-37 C Satisfactory 
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26-31 D Fair 

20-25 E Unsatisfactory 

14-19 U(i)   

Poor 8-13 U(ii) 

0-7 U(iii) 

 

Table IV shows that the passing grades are A, B, C and D. 

Grades E, U(i), U(ii), and U(iii) are considered poor and 

unsatisfactory, therefore they are failing grades. Table V 
displays the scores of the collected essays from the students of 

TM, WM and LK. 

 

Table V: Students’ Essay Scores 

Grade Number of 

Students 

Percentage 

(%) 

Scores for 

each Grade 

A 0 0 0 

B 10 6.67 400 

C 43 28.67 1469 

D 52 34.67 1508 

E 18 12 413 

U(i) 12 8 196 

U(ii) 10 6.67 107 

U(iii) 5 3.3 7 

Total 150 100 4100 

Average Score 27.33 (D) 

 

As seen in Table V, the highest grade that was achieved is a 

B and only 10 students (6.67%) from a total of 150 students 

managed to earn it. As for the low-scoring students, 97 

(64.67%) students received a grade of D and lower. This 

results in the total average score being 27.33 which is a ‘D’ 

according to the SPM marking rubric. The students who 

received a low score produced essays which were incomplete 

or were unable to fulfil the task. An excerpt from one of the 

low-scoring essays can be seen in Example 1 

 

“First of all, the internet can make people or students 

distracted (Claim). They will not done their work and it will 

effect their day (Grounds). This is because they thought they 

could do their work through (the) internet, but they will open 

another website for other intention(s) (Grounds).” 

 

Example 1: Sample Essay Excerpt 

 

According to Toulmin [20], the foundation for a good 

argument requires a ‘Claim’, ‘Ground’ and ‘Warrant’ and this 

example fails to meet those criteria. There is also no 

utilization of the optional elements. In addition, there are 

grammatical errors which have been underlined and missing 

articles in the paragraph which are shown in the parentheses. 

Many of the low-scoring essays have display incomplete 

arguments, a limited vocabulary, weak grammatical 

comprehension, short paragraphs and spelling errors. Their 

introductions lack a proper stance and thesis statement while 

their body paragraphs often stray from the topic sentence. 

According to the students’ responses from their 

questionnaires, it was determined that ‘Teachers’, ‘Reading’ 

and ‘General Knowledge’ strongly affect their persuasive 

writing capabilities. As for the criteria that they determine to 

be important during the persuasive writing process, 

‘Grammar’, ‘Vocabulary’, ‘Task Fulfilment’ and ‘Spelling’ 

are considered the most important by students. The focus on 

such criteria could prevent students from properly composing 

their persuasive arguments. Finally, students strongly agree 

that ‘Watching a lot of English TV’, ‘Listening to English 

Songs’ and ‘Interacting with People Online’ are activities that 

factor into their persuasive writing level. 

 The teachers reveal during the interview that the students 

were unable to properly understand the questions and could 

not provide evidence to support their arguments. The teachers 

also claim that the students lack the ability to elaborate and 

strengthen the content of their compositions. The students 

also demonstrate weak motivation in making their essays 

coherent and cohesive. The teachers observe that their 

students are hindered by their limited vocabulary. The 

teachers also state that the students refuse to listen to 

instruction. The teachers also notice that the students do not 

read enough. As a solution, the teachers suggest that the 

students should read more newspapers, periodicals and 

academic literature. They also recommend the students 

conduct in-class discussions to share ideas and keep up to date 

on current events. 

 

IV CONCLUSION 

 

This research attempts to uncover the challenges students 

experience while composing a persuasive essay. According to 

the findings gathered from the essay samples, the students are 

mostly capable in structuring the basic argumentative 

elements in persuasive writing. However, most of them are 

only able to use the elements that form the foundation of an 

argument (claim, grounds and warrant) and do not fully utilize 

the optional elements (qualifier, rebuttal and backing). The 

results also reveal that students are hampered by a limited 

vocabulary, limited grammatical knowledge, their ability to 

fulfil the task and spelling. The interview with the teachers 

also reveals similar results. In addition, the teachers observed 

that the students are unmotivated in writing and reading. They 

also claim that the students lack both general knowledge and 

knowledge of current events. Based on the results of the 

study, the researcher formulated a model tentatively known as 

the ‘Aziz Model’ as shown in Fig. II. 

 
Figure II: Aziz Model 
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For the Aziz Model to become a reality, it needs to be tested 

and perfected. Therefore, a case study implementing the 

model needs to be conducted so that the results can be 

assessed. Before any testing can be done, a pre-test needs to 

be performed so that a comparison can be done after the 

teachers and students have ample practice of using the model. 

This should be implemented once a week during a two-period 

English class and should begin in their first year of secondary 

school.  The researcher believes that by implementing this 

model, it is possible for students to improve their persuasive 

writing skills. 
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